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3 KEY THEMES

I. THE WORLD HAS CHANGED

II. THE WAY WE RECRUIT 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS IS 

CHANGING

III. 3 TECHOLOGIES THAT WILL HELP 

ENSURE SUCCESS FOR YOUR 

UNIVERSITY’S INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETING FUNCTION



THE WORLD

has changed 



Changing

world…
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The currency of the new economy:

The new ‘Trust’/‘Sharing’ Economy

TRUST BETWEEN 

STRANGERS

CHANGING WORLD

Credits: Rachel Botsman



The notion of ‘trust’ is shifting…

CHANGING WORLD

INSTITUTIONS TO INDIVIDUALS

INSTITUTIONAL TRUST PEER TRUST

Credits: Rachel Botsman



The notion of ‘trust’ is shifting…

CHANGING WORLD



Changing 
world…



Changing 

world…



Changing 

world…

1. Access to Information  you couldn’t get 

elsewhere

2. Access to “brilliant minds” you couldn’t meet 

elsewhere

3. Build a network of contacts that would carry you 

through your professional life

4.



INTERNATIONAL STUDENT RECRUITMENT
is also changing



Changing face of student recruitment



Changing face of student recruitment



Changing face of student recruitment



Changing face of student recruitment



Changing face of student recruitment



Changing face of student recruitment



BUT SOME THINGS
never change…



People are SOCIAL animals…



People LEARN from people…



People BUY from People…



People buy based on EMOTION…



3 MARKETING TECHNOLOGIES 
to beat the disruption ahead



MARKETING AUTOMATION



The Promise of Automation



The Dangers of Automation

The first rule of any business is that 

automation applied to an efficient process will 

amplify the efficiency. The second rule is that 

automation applied to an inefficient process 

will amplify the inefficiency.

(Bill Gates) 

‘‘
‘‘



Dear Mr. Robert J. 

Brown….



Seriously…??
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Seriously…??



Seriously…??



Most of us are marketing like this…



1. 

2. 

3. 

… when we should be recruiting like this 



1.     First Contact 

2.     Application

3.     Accept & Pay 

First date to white wedding / enrolment



Example Nurture prospects for months after you met them



Example Give counsellors their own lead forms



Example Give Counsellors their own lead forms



Example: Measuring prospective student engagement via 

lead score



Example: Capturing international leads and knowing their origin



Example: Capturing international leads and knowing their origin



PERSONALISED
Brochures



Who doesn’t have a 180-page brochure that looks like this?



The last best experience that anyone 

has anywhere becomes the minimum 

expectation they want everywhere.

(Paul Papas – IBM)

‘‘ ‘‘



Recognise this…??



But if you can capture leads like this…



Hi {{lead.First Name}}! Dear {{lead.LeadTitle}} {{lead.Last Name}}

You can personalise brochures like this…



Hi {{lead.First Name}}!

Dear {{Older Mum}})

Dear {{Younger Dad}}) Dear {{Older Dad}})

Dear {{Younger Mum}}

And even like this, in markets like Vietnam…



Female Chinese Prospect Female European Prospect

Personalisation via Course + Gender + Country



Delivered 5 days later the ‘old-fashioned’ way



People will forget what you said, they 

will forget what you did, but they will 

never forget the way you made them 

feel.

(Maya Angelou)

‘‘ ‘‘



MARKETING PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
FOR UNIVERSITY MARKETING TEAMS



Optimising collaboration with agents



“I need an email banner like the last one 

you did for the Business faculty. And I 

need it by yesterday.”

[LOOSE BRIEFING PROCESS]

“What the hell does marketing contribute

to this university anyway??” 

[POOR REPORTING]

“I wouldn’t trust Central Marketing

as far as I could throw them…”

[LACK OF TRANSPARENCY]

“WHO approved the use of our old 

logo? I want answers by tomorrow. 

(And the VC wants my head on a 

platter)”

[LEAKY SIGN OFF PROCESS]

“You’re asking me for more staff, but 

you can’t even show me what your 

current staff are working on?”

[LACK OF TRANSPARENCY]

“Can anyone tell me where I can 

findthose Chinese student video

testimonials we did last year? iAE need 

them urgently.”

[FRAGMENTED ASSET STORAGE]

Centralised campaign-briefing & approvals. 

Reduced risk with agents.



3 Final Thoughts…



If you think what happened to the 

newspaper business was dramatic, 

wait until you see what happens to 

education.

Seth Godin, 2013

Marketing Guru & Author of Twelve books

‘‘ ‘‘



In 50 years, there will only be 10 

institutions in the world delivering 

Higher Education.

Sebastian Thrun, 2011

Professor – Stanford University, 

Team-Lead - Google X Labs,

Founder - Udacity

‘‘ ‘‘



Most people over-estimate the change 

that will happen in the next two years, and 

underestimate the change that will 

happen in the next ten. Don’t let yourself 

be lulled into complacency.

Bill Gates

Founder & Chairman - Microsoft

‘‘
‘‘



Thank you


